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Learning Objective 
 

Understand active social media 
user behavior and illuminate the 
challenges and opportunities of 

social media  
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Let’s Go On An Journey 
•  Let’s see what is 

going on across the 
world wide web: 
–  What is working? 
–  Who is “getting it”? 

•  Who are the active 
social media users? 

•  How social media 
can help you? 

•  What you can do 
about it? 

8 Take Aways 



New Pope: Then and Now 



Returning Voice to People 



Brand Chorus is a business intelligence service that benchmarks brand 
storytelling across social media platforms.   

At the heart of our approach is the proprietary StoryScore metric, a quantitative 
measure of storytelling that fits into a brand’s social management dashboard 
alongside more traditional popularity-based measures such as “likes” and 
shares”. 
By analyzing and quantifying StoryScore metrics for multiple brands in a 
category, we’re able to create a StoryScore Index Report that ranks peer-to-
peer storytelling performance across platforms and provides data-driven, 
actionable insights to strengthen social content. 
We analyzed the social media posts made by ten leading toy brands between 
November 1-22, 2014 and used this data to calculate StoryScores for each 
brand. 

Peer-to-peer teaching, self-paced learning enabled by social media 

Social Media  
Changing The World 



Connecting Like-minded People  
 

 
Australian Cattle Ranchers 
 

Sharing information for healthier livestock	  



Perfect Timing 
Why Now? What’s Up?	  

•  Digital and wireless 
technology have 
achieved critical mass  

•  People are demanding 
more engaging online 
experiences 
–  Discounts and coupons 

aren’t enough anymore 
–  Online shopping mills 

are ubiquitous 
Genuine 

interactions are 
what is required 





Ad Spend Migrating to Social Media
Social media campaigns that can attract and engage will win 

lion’s share of audiences

Forecast: U.S. Social Media Spend
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Social Media 
Spend 

(US $ millions)

2011	   2012	   2013	   2014	   2015	   2016	  

Social Media Management Technology $272 389 530 678 828 970

Agency Fees for Social Media 635 786 952 1124 1314 1523
Integrated Campaigns on Social 

Networks 684 945 1278 1652 2076 2503

Total $1,590 $2,119 $2,760 $3,453 $4,217 $4,995



Pew	  Research	  Center,	  2013	  
Facebook,	  August	  14,	  2013	  
Nielsen,	  2014	  

	  

	  

Vital Signs 
The State of Social Media  

•  72% of adults are active social networking users  
•  Over 128 million Americans log onto web versions of 

Facebook every day 
•  71% of adults use their mobile device to access 

social media 



McKinsey	  &	  Company	  



Social Media & Personal Care 
Smartphones and social media have created a new 

consumer relationship with brands 

“Beauty”	  is	  one	  of	  the	  most	  searched	  terms	  on	  the	  internet	  
	  1.58	  billion	  results	  on	  Google	  



Social Media & Personal Care 

•  Consumers increasingly 
learn about products 
based on the 
experiences of “people 
like me” rather than from 
brands  

•  Sharing experiences, 
photos and stories  
–  82% visit social network sites 

monthly 
–  75% use Facebook monthly  



 
Social Media  

 
 

“You	  don’t	  have	  to	  poke	  around	  on	  the	  Internet	  too	  long	  to	  realize	  
that	  there	  has	  been	  a	  great	  democraCzaCon	  of	  beauty.”	  

Broadening The Definition  
Of Wellness And Beauty	  



When Brands Get It Right 

Committed to help all women realize their personal beauty potential 

The Impact Is Astounding! 



Social Media & Wellness 



Key Insight 
 

Your categories are alive and well 
on social media- your customers 
are online and highly engaged 
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Moms Engage  
Online 

•  92% of moms will buy from a brand when rewarded 
•  97% of tablet-owning moms made a purchase on 

one in the last month 



 
	  



“Mom	  is	  the	  ulCmate	  Household	  
CEO…her	  acCons	  take	  place	  
online	  with	  technology	  that	  
didn’t	  exist	  5	  years	  ago!”	  
	   Punchbowl.com 

•  1 in 3 bloggers 
are moms 

•  77% of mom 
bloggers will 
only write about 
brands they 
support 

•  95% of moms 
seek out digital 
direct offers 



•  70% say technology helps 
them be a better mom 

•  Meanwhile, almost 75% of 
online moms feel online 
marketers don’t understand 
what it’s like to be a mom! 

Moms Rule! 



Social Media Behavior 
On The Web,  

Everyone Is A Super Star 





Implications  
For Your Business 

•  What is your plan to leverage this trend? 
•  Where does your brand into this behavior? 
•  How will you be part of the mix?  

Impossibly,	  we	  will	  become	  even	  MORE	  aware	  
of	  our	  appearance!	  



“Themselfies” 
People Don't Care About You, They 

Care About Themselfies 



Revlon is building  
brand awareness 

Joe is building  
brand  

relationships 



The Pope, Ecuador, July 7, 2015 
 

What Are 
The 
Sociological 
Implications   
Of Always  
Being ON? 



Rethinking Narcissism	




 
The new Honda SL-V SLF  

Equipped with 10 different “selfie” cameras 

“I Love…Myself” 



Key Insight 
 

The selfie phenomena has deep 
sociological implications and is an 

important trend that can be 
leveraged to brand advantage  
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To Understand Behavior 
Understand The Habitat 

•  A world thoroughly and completely connected 
•  Rightfully questioning authority- brands no longer in charge 
•  Demand for more engaging experiences 
•  Community-minded as never before 
•  Everything, always- now 



Social Media Behavior 
A Unique Perspective 

•  Instant access to 
everything changes 
how we process 
information 

•  Social media 
affects attitudes 
toward brands, 
shopping and 
consumption 

•  Social media is the 
new currency 

Of	  Ac-ve	  Social	  
Media	  Users	  



Active Social Media Users 

of 



Truth #6: We Are All Digital Natives 

•  Seamlessly, 
constantly engaged 
to the point of 
distraction 

•  18 hours media use 
per day1 

•  More than one form 
of technology is 
within arm’s reach 

“56 percent of young adults won’t accept a 
job where social media access is prohibited at 

work!”  
1	  Wall	  Street	  Journal	  June,	  2014.	  



Truth #6: We Are All Digital Natives 

•  Active social media 
users are more than 
twice as likely as 
others to use the 
Internet to create a 
shopping list 

•  61% of smart phone 
owners use their 
phones to compare 
prices  





Truth# 5: Brands Matter  
 

•  To matter you must be relevant 
•  Concept of brand loyalty is conditional 
•  If your brand isn’t on the mark all the time, 

people will go elsewhere-- in a nanosecond! 

38	  



Truth #4; Belonging 
Do You “Like” Me? 

 

Empowered by the very medium – the 
Internet – that connects us 

•  Actively seek 
community 

•  Being a part of 
something larger is 
inherent to life 

•  Make decisions we 
believe friends will 
think important 

•  Believe we influence 
or inspire the 
purchases of our 
peers 



Truth# 4: Belonging 
It Is About Community 

•  80% more likely to 
like a brand that 
uses social media  

•  40% more likely to 
check out a brand 
they like on 
Facebook or Twitter  

•  More than half tell a 
friend when they 
discover a new 
brand 

Don’t	  like	  to	  shop	  alone	  
and	  o@en	  bring	  
another	  along	  



Truth #3: Fusing Work & Play 

•  Social media users believe they’re entitled to 
play (or shop) during work  

•  70% believe they should have “me” time at work 

“If	  the	  
work	  gets	  
done,	  why	  
should	  it	  
maCer?”	  



Truth #2: It’s About The Experience 

•  Interested in 
experiential buying  

•  80% want brands to 
entertain — with the 
ability to be 
involved, co-create 
and interact  

•  Campaigns tie 
together to create 
meaningful 
experiences, not 
just try to sell goods, 
succeed 



Bud v. Craft Beer 
Social Media As The Great Equalizer 

Talking	  to	  Consumers	  
TwiMer:	  119k	  followers,	  493	  interacQons/post	  
FB:	  12,562,850	  likes,	  15,875.8	  interacQons/post	  

MulFple	  MILLIONS	  	  
of	  ongoing	  conversaFons	  daily!	  

A	  thousand	  liMle	  cuts	  



Micro  
Brew Tours 



Truth #1: We Seek Truth 
 

•  Information is 
abundant, but truth 
rare 

•  Deceive social media 
users, and they will not 
do business with you 
again  

•  And will their “friends” 
•  ALL OF THEM!  



Truth #1: Truth & Trust 

•  Active social 
media users 
investigate 
companies and 
then develop trust 

•  Instead of peer 
pressure, we buy 
based on peer 
trust 

•  Truth is defined by 
the communities 
they’re in  

 

User-‐generated	  content	  influences	  
more	  than	  80	  percent	  of	  purchases	  	  



Impact To You 
Have a deliberate social media strategy  

•  Your social media plan 
should not be treated 
as an after school 
project 

•  A plan is not a handful 
of twenty-three-year 
olds in cubicles 
tweeting 

•  A plan has feedback 
loops complete with 
credible ways into 
conversations  

Brands that are benefiting from  
social media are building fast-growing and engaged communities 



Social Media & Retail 

•  Little more than half 
the retail chains across 
the country are active 
on social media 

•  Most retailers may 
send a tweet or two a 
week or post a picture 
of a product to 
Facebook 

•  But with no clear 
intention behind the 
messaging, its clear 
they’re still looking at 
social media as a 
necessary evil 



Space Online Is Not Exclusive 
Price-of-entry far easier than days of old 

•  Online channels 
from unlikely places 
pose a serious threat 
to retail brands 

•  Rachael Ray 
stealing market 
share across the pet 
food aisle 

•  Girls Scouts not just 
outside your store 



Meanwhile! 
Anywhere. Anytime. 

One Touch Decision Making 



Totally Cool,  
Potential Game Changer 

Turning Shelves 
Into Showrooms? 



What’s Are The Common 
Denominators? 

Story! 

Share! 

Story! 

Share! Self! 

What was 
the question 

again? 

Self 

Self	  	  	  	  Share	  	  	  	  Story	  	  



Be Storytellers 
 

Effective social media is about 
telling your story in compelling ways. 
It is also about having a strategy, a 
plan and the tools to gain traction  

 



Social Media Landscape 

•  For the majority of 
brands today, Likes, 
Shares, and Retweets 
are seen as the 
primary measure of 
social media 
performance 

•  These scores cannot 
show you how to  
connect your brand’s 
message more 
strongly with 
audiences 

54	  

QuanFty	  
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•  Dashboard Social Media Intelligence  
Delivered As A Dashboard 

Does not measure the value of outbound brand content 



Social Narrative:  
What Can The Avengers  

Teach Us About Social Media? 

56	  



Marvel	  movies	  and	  TV	  shows	  each	  work	  on	  their	  own,	  but	  
also	  serve	  to	  advance	  a	  larger	  brand	  narraQve	  

•  Brand	  Chorus	  can:	  
•  Provide	  social	  intelligence	  arQcles	  that	  are	  aligned	  with	  your	  editorial	  
calendar.	  

•  Develop	  addiQonal	  social	  media	  content	  that	  is	  exclusive	  to	  your	  
publicaQons:	  
•  For	  example,	  a	  Progressive	  Grocer	  Social	  Index	  that	  ranks	  retailers/brands	  
on	  key	  social	  measures	  including	  engagement,	  reach,	  senQment,	  
conversaQon	  density,	  etc.	  	  

Develop	  and	  deliver	  social	  media	  training	  and	  presentaQons	  at	  conferences	  
and	  summits.	  



Let’s Look At Two Brands… 



Story Scores 

71	   78	  



Social Brand Narrative 



Key Social Media Insights 

•  Your customers are 
online, highly 
engaged and 
driving brands 

•  Selfies as sharing is 
a trend that is here 
to stay 

•  Quality content 
drives engagement 

Social Media, Personal Care & Wellness 

•  Brands with relevant 
social media plans will 
connect, gain loyalty 
and win  

•  Create online 
environments that 
encourage sharing 

•  Be authentic, inform 
and always add value 

Insight What To Do 





Use These Insights 

1.  You have 
something 
interesting to say 

2.  Leverage your 
uniqueness 

3.  Create a social 
media plan with a 
detailed editorial 
calendar 

4.  Be highly visual 
 Engaging, ongoing 

brand narrative 



5. Be Where Your Customers Are 



6. Team up with partners 

–  Social partnering adds 
value to your brand 

–  Work with retailers 
7. Take advantage of social 
    intelligence tools like 
    StoryScore  
8. Create content that 
    reflects your values and 
    meets the needs of your 
    customers 



www.brandchorus.com 

Thank You! 
There will be no test… 


